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GAME OVERVIEW:  ROCK VEGAS™

Game description

This title is sure to keep players on the edge of their seats 
with some interesting mechanics. 3 bonus symbols 
trigger a Mega Hold and Spin feature that can lead 
to impressive multipliers all the way up to 500x! A key 
collection mini game is also present, and enough keys 
can trigger a Mystery Multiplier!
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Theme:  
Ocean  

Player Demographic:  
All

Player Skill Level:  
All

Reels:  
5 

Symbols:   
18

Paylines:  
20

Wild Symbol:  
Yes

Paid Scatter:  
No 

Free Spins feature:  
Yes

Game ID:  
vs20rockvegas

Default RTP:  
96.64%
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Scatter
During base game the feature is triggered when 3 or 
more “Bonus” rocks land in view.  Look out for “Ugg”, as 
the caveman may whack those reels at any time to 
help you along the way and drop more “Bonus” rocks.

Hold and spin feature
If 3 scatters start the feature then all rock types 
(rock paytable can be found in the info pages) are 
available to land on the grid. For each additional 
scatter the lowest paying rock type is removed from 
landing options for the duration of the feature. Feature 
starts with an empty 10x10 grid and 3 lives. A live is 
taken at the start of each spin. If 1 or more new rocks 
land in the current spin all lives are refreshed to to 
original amount. All rocks that land on the grid stay 
there until all lives are lost or the grid is full, at which 
point they are collected to the total award. If coins of 
the same type land in a 2x2 or 3x3 square they merge 
together to create 1 rock with a multiplier for that rock 
types value. A retrigger to the grid can occur if all 100 
positions have been filled or all lives have been lost 
and 1 or more unused re triggers have been awarded 
from chests. In this case all the rocks from the grid are 

collected to the total box  
and a player gets a chance  
for 100 more rocks and keys.  
As the final step of the game any 
global multipliers collected are applied  
on all the won credits in the feature. 

Burning background
During the hold and spin feature after a spin ends, 
regardless if rocks have landed or not, athere 
is a chance for the game to trigger the burning 
background effect, which puts rocks on some empty 
positions. This also refreshes all lives. rocks awarded 
this way can also carry keys attached to them.

Merge Boulder Swap
Sometimes after a spin ends random rocks can be 
moved or swap places with other rocks that landed in 
that spin to allow a merge to happen.

Key Trail
Each feature starts with an empty key trail of 10 
positions. The trail consists of 8 greyed out keys and 
and 2 closed chests. Every rock that spins in has a 
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chance for a small key to be attached to it. If that rock 
lands in view, the key is added to the trails next empty 
position starting from the left.  If the key is placed on 
a position with a chest, the chest opens revealing 
a random prize that is immediately awarded. The 
sequence is done after the burning background 
and merge boulder swap elements, for every key 
in view. Once 10 total keys are collected a random 
global multiplier is revealed at the end of the trail 
which is added to the total global multiplier box to be 
applied on the final win at the end of the feature. All 
global multipliers won are combined by multiplying 
them together in the global multiplier box. Chests 
can contain 5 different prizes: retriever (if lives end, 
all rocks and wins are collected and grid emptied 
with fresh 3 lives), rock (2x2 or 3x3, with a multiplier 
worth that rocks type multiplied by the multiplier 
and immediately added to the total box), Money (a 
cash prize that is immediately added to the total 
box), multiplier (a random multiplier, added to the 
global multiplier box or combined with any multiplier 
that is already there), Keys (additional keys that are 
immediately added to the trail to advance further).

Total Box
The total box displaying any win  
awarded from chests or already  
cleared grids in the current feature  
is visible at all times to inform of a combined  
value of the win so far. When player runs out of lives 
and no more retriggers are left all the wins from the 
feature are collected in the total box and the global 
multiplier (if available) is applied on that win before 
the feature ends.

Take a step back into a time when the “Ugg” our friendly 
caveman foraged in his jungle with his fellow gritters 
looking for the  “secret cave of stones” deep in Rock 
Vegas here he will experience a multitude of winning 
spins watching them multiply when they cluster together, 
big wins and massive multipliers add to the experience,  
bone keys add to the trail and unlock monster win 
opportunities via the ancient treasure chests.
Our hero will try and help randomly by using his club 
to smash the Bonus Rocks from the ceiling to enter 
the vegas cave. 

Rock & Roll!
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 PRAGMATIC PLAY

Contact us for more info: sales@pragmaticplay.com

THANK YOU!


